Jaka Lounge agency is providing complete human resource management support for companies. We put
our special focus on high-quality selection process while we believe that knowledge and competencies
bring brilliant results only when they’re combined with adequate motivation. We are supporting our client
AgriCircle:

Food matters to all of us. To improve its quality and availability we believe that sustainable and efficient
agriculture will be essential.
AgriCircle is an ag-tech startup, headquartered in Switzerland that equips farmers with technology and
decision support to enable the production of more and better food.
What we do is purpose driven, requires hard work, personal sacrifice and to overcome lots of barriers. A
journey that offers limited financial rewards, but many complex challenges to resolve that will eventually
not only change an entire industry but secure what matters to all of us.
For our in-house development team, we are looking for a:

Lead Senior Ruby Engineer / Product Manager
You will help to create and shape an innovative product that will revolutionize farm management as we
know it. As a Senior Ruby Engineer, you will be solving complex programming tasks and be responsible for
technical management support.
We offer:
-

International working environment in a dynamic company
Opportunity to shape innovation with a positive environmental and economic impact
High exposure to GIS technologies and M2M applications and latest innovations in agriculture (e.g.
drone and satellite technology)
Innovation and performance driven environment with exposure to leading professionals and scientists
Work with modern technology (incl. Ruby 2, JS React, PostgreSQL)
Exposure to latest innovations in agriculture
Opportunities to work in a young and growing team with personal development opportunities
Ability to work from home

You offer:
-

University degree in IT or equivalent work experience
Experience in managing a small developer team
5+ years of experience as a Ruby on Rails developer
3+ year working experience with the SCRUM framework (SCRUM Certification is a plus)
2+ year working experience with a frontend framework (JS React experience is a plus)
Experience with GIS Frameworks is an asset
Several years of experience designing and implementing REST API’s
Strong analytical, mathematical and conceptual skills combined with result oriented and problemsolving capabilities
Passion for test-guided design and beautiful code
Appreciation for design and usability with an eye for details
Integrative, stress resistant team player with strong interpersonal and relationship building skills
Good coaching and project management skills
Proficiency in English
German is an asset
International work experience is an asset

Take the next step with us:
If you are looking a purpose driven challenge and fit the criteria listed below, we would be delighted to
receive your application. Please send your CV and application letter to: alex@jakalounge.com

